




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































=============================
Alchemy Manual Addendum
1/16/95
=============================

The following text describes the features and changes for Alchemy v3.0. The topics are:

*Expanded Tool Palette
*Multi-Tap Digital Delay
*.WAV File Support
*Apple Sound Manager 3.0 Support
*Colors
*PowerBooks and Alchemy: MIDI Manager version 2.0.2
*OMS Support
*ASR-10 Support
*Force Instrument
*Time Scale - Grain Size
*Recording Sound
*Rename Preset
*DigiDesign Pro Tools Support
*Incompatibilities
*Manual Corrections

Expanded Tool Palette

Blending Controls
There is now a button in the Tool palette to turn Alchemy’s Blending feature (Edit menu) on and off.  
Turning it on or off in the palette will turn it on or off in the menu and vice versa.  There is 
also a numerical display to show the current blend time (in seconds).  Clicking on the blend time 
display opens the Edit Options dialog with the Edit Blend Time field highlighted.  See page 206 of 
the Alchemy Owner’s Manual for more information about Blending.

Tool Help
As you move the arrow pointer over the Tool palette, the display at the bottom of the palette shows 
the name of the tool you’re pointing to.

Multi-Tap Digital Delay
The Echo item in the Process menu brings up the Multi-Tap Digital Delay dialog.  This allows you to 
add simple or more complex echo effects to the selected data.

The upper portion of the dialog displays one of 5 identical panels, one for each of the 5 taps.  Use 
the Tap pop-up menu to select a panel.  The enabled taps have a black diamond next to them in the 
pop-up.  To enable additional taps (up to 5), choose an unused tap from the pop-up and, when its 
panel appears, check the Enabled checkbox.

Each tap can have its own delay time, initial delay, decay time, level, and pan position.  Pan 
position is only available when you’re processing a stereo soundfile and both channels are selected.

Tip: To select both channels, hold the mouse button down and drag the I-beam pointer along the line 
separating the two channels in the Waveform window.  You can also double-click on the line to Select 
All.

The initial delay is used to set the time between the first occurrence of a sound and the first 
reflection (or first repeat) of the sound.  The delay time is the time between subsequent repeats.  
The decay time determines how long the delayed signal will repeat after the first reflection occurs.

The relative amplitudes of the dry and wet signals can be adjusted in two ways.  The Level control 



sets the level of the processed signal for each tap.  The Mix control sets the overall mix of dry 
and wet signals.

Tip: Hold [option] and click the thumb of the Level, Pan, or Mix control to center it.  Centering 
the Mix control sets it to a 1:1 mixture of dry and wet signal.

Alchemy is shipped with a few preset delay settings, but you can also save an unlimited number of 
your own.  To choose a preset, click and hold on the pop-up menu in the lower part of the dialog and 
choose the desired preset.  To create a new preset, make your delay settings and click the New 
button.  A dialog appears that enables you to name your preset and add it to the pop-up.  The Store 
button allows you to save changes to an edited preset.  The Delete button removes the current preset 
from the pop-up menu.

Given the nature of an echo effect, it is logical that the effect would extend beyond the selected 
range or, if the entire soundfile is selected, lengthen the sample.  You can, however, force the 
effect to be constrained to the selected region.  Simply check the Echo within selection only 
checkbox.

Parameters:
Delay time:  1 to 3000 milliseconds
Initial delay:  1 to 3000 milliseconds
Decay time:  0.0 to 30.0 seconds
Level:  0 to 127
Pan position:  0 (hard left) to 127 (hard right)
Mix:  0 (dry) to 127 (wet)

.WAV File Support
Alchemy 3.0 has the ability to read and write 8- and 16-bit .WAV files.  Files translated with Apple 
File Exchange, PC Exchange, or similar programs can be opened in Alchemy if they have the type 
“WAVE” or a .WAV file extension.  8-bit files are converted to 16-bit when they are opened.  The 
Save As dialog allows you to save files in either 8- or 16-bit .WAV format.

Apple Sound Manager 3.0 Support
Alchemy 3.0 supports version 3.0 of the Apple Sound Manager.  That means that PowerMacs, AV Quadras, 
and add-on hardware that supports Sound Manager 3.0 can play back 16-bit audio directly.  The Listen 
button in the Open Special dialog will also play loops in looped samples.

Colors
The Colors item in the Action menu lets you customize the color scheme in Alchemy’s data windows.  
Choosing Colors opens the Color Selection dialog.  This dialog contains a picture representing the 
Waveform window.  Clicking on any of the various parts of the picture brings up a color picker that 
allows you to set the color for that part of the window.  You can choose colors for the waveform, 
the waveform background, the ruler, the overview waveform, and the overview background.  The colors 
in the Color Selection dialog will change to reflect your choices.

Note:  The colors are saved with preferences (File menu).

PowerBooks and Alchemy: MIDI Manager version 2.0.2
Alchemy's installation program will automatically install MIDI Manager v2.0.2 if you are running on 
a PowerBook. MIDI Manager v2.0.2 will prevent the loss of incoming data that can occur when using 
one of these computers and transmitting large blocks of data such as System Exclusive transfers.

The fixes in MIDI Manager v2.0.2 only affect the modem port on PowerBooks. The printer port's 
behavior has not been improved and should not be used. MIDI Manager v2.0.1 is installed for all 



other computers.

Note:
If at any time you wish to install MIDI Manager v2.0.2 you can do so using Alchemy’s Custom 
installation option. You should be aware, however, that MIDI Manager v2.0.2 may cause problems 
during floppy disk insertion on the Macintosh Plus. According to Apple Computer, the fixes for the 
modem port are only required for the 140, 145, 160, 170, or 180 model PowerBooks.

OMS Support
If you are using OMS in your MIDI setup, you can choose OMS as your MIDI driver in Alchemy’s 
Preferences dialog (Action menu).  This affects the Alchemy interface in two instances.  The Thru 
Settings and Instrument (New and Edit) dialogs will display an OMS Device pop-up menu that lists all 
the devices in your current OMS setup.

For more information, refer to the documentation that accompanies OMS.

ASR-10 Support
A new instrument type for the Ensoniq ASR-10 has been added to Alchemy's instrument list. The ASR-10 
choice uses a specific protocol that includes sending of keymap and layer information to and from 
the ASR-10 via either MIDI or SCSI.

SCSI implementation in the ASR-10 is different from the SCSI implementation of other samplers 
supported by Alchemy. The ASR-10 provides power to SCSI bus and this can result in problems when 
connected to a Macintosh. By design, only one device is supposed to provide power to a SCSI chain. 
Since the Macintosh also provides power to SCSI, the ASR-10's attempt to control the SCSI chain can 
conflict with the Macintosh and result in a crash. 

To circumvent this problem we have found it necessary to follow a specific "boot sequence" to 
connect an ASR-10 and a Macintosh together via SCSI.

Note:
Because the ASR-10's SCSI implementation is unique, Passport makes no claim that SCSI communication 
between Alchemy and an ASR-10 will work on all computers or in all situations. For assistance in 
trouble-shooting SCSI communication problems with an ASR-10 you should call Ensoniq for support.

Recommendations for SCSI Communication with an ASR-10
The ASR-10 uses SCSI ID#3 by default. This ID cannot be changed and before using your ASR-10 with 
your Macintosh you should first check to make sure no other device in your SCSI chain is using ID#3. 
In addition to external hard drives, be sure to also consider any internal devices such as CD-ROM 
drives. Many of the more recent Macintosh models come configured with an internal CD-ROM drive and 
these drives are often assigned to SCSI ID#3. You will have to either disconnect the CD-ROM drive 
within your Mac or change the SCSI ID for the CD-ROM unit before you can continue.

Direct Connection between an ASR-10 is possible if a 25 pin to 25 pin SCSI cable is used. In our 
experience, the "boot sequence" is extremely important for this connection to work. Connect your 
Macintosh to your ASR-10 with both units turned off. Turn on, "boot", the ASR-10 first. After the 
ASR-10 is up and running, boot your Macintosh. Finally, once the Macintosh is running, reboot the 
ASR-10. Variations on this procedure can be tried if you are unsuccessful, but these steps have 
yielded the most reliable results in our testing.

As 25 to 25 pin SCSI cables are sometimes difficult to obtain and a direct connection to a Macintosh 
can be tricky, the best solution is to place a SCSI device formatted for the ASR-10 between the 
Macintosh and the ASR-10. In this instance, all devices are connected with the power turned off, 
checking first for possible SCSI ID conflicts. The volume formatted for the ASR-10 (usually a hard 
drive or removable cartridge drive) is booted next. After the volume formatted for the ASR-10 has 



powered up, boot the ASR-10. In this situation the ASR-10 will be loading its operating system from 
the hard drive or cartridge drive. After the ASR-10 has powered up, boot any additional, external 
SCSI drives before turning on the Macintosh.

Finally, before attempting to send or receive using SCSI with your ASR-10, you must also connect 
MIDI in and out from the ASR-10 to a MIDI interface connected to your Macintosh and configure the 
correct port and driver for MIDI communication in Alchemy. Although the ASR-10 will send and receive 
samples over SCSI, the keymap information and "handshakes" necessary to send it are transmitted via 
MIDI.

Force Instrument
Alchemy’s Action menu contains a new item called "Force Instrument." This item displays a check mark 
when it’s enabled. and can be enabled using the shortcut of the command and equals keys. Force 
Instrument applies the current selected instrument in the Network menu to each file as it is opened, 
overriding any instrument choice that may have been saved with the file in a previous Alchemy 
session.

Keyboard Equivalent: [command]+[=]

In addition, holding down the [option] key while choosing an instrument from the Network menu will 
set all currently open files to that instrument.

Time Scaling
A field has been added to the Time Scale dialog. In addition to the time scale factor, a "grain 
size" factor can be altered for more flexible results. Grain size defaults to a value of 30.

The grain size and default value have always been used for time scale operations in Alchemy but, 
prior to version 3.0, the grain size was inaccessible to the end user. It is now possible to 
decrease the grain size to as small a value as "2" or as great a value as the sample rate, size, and 
time scale factor will allow.

Grain size is an arbitrary unit used to define a "time slice." During a time scale operation, time 
slices are analyzed for frequency and amplitude content and a new time duration is constructed one 
slice at a time. Smaller grain sizes can result in a "smoother" end result, but there are trade-
offs. To start with, smaller grain sizes will require more time for the computation. In addition, 
when using smaller grain sizes, the low frequency content may not be properly analyzed. The lower 
the frequency the more samples required to determine the frequency and so, if you use too small a 
grain size, the low frequency content in your sample may be lost entirely. 

Using a larger grain size has the result of producing sounds that might best be described as more 
"chunky." The end result can sound similar to an echo effect as longer "time slices" of the sample 
are reproduced. Another nice bonus is that time scale operations are faster with larger grain sizes. 

As with other DSP effects, the best way to understand and learn what does and doesn't work is to 
experiment. Rather than limit the use of this feature (by limiting the range), the field will accept 
anything from 2 on up and only warn you if the grain size or time scale amount is unusable. The 
grain size cannot be "larger" than the duration selected, for instance.

If you really must know...
As far as what a "grain" actually is, well...do you really want to know? Oh, all right. Basically, a 
grain is 1/1000 of the sample rate plus a "taper" factor. The taper amount ensures the size result 
is an even multiple and is also used to blend the time slices together. Again, don't try to analyze 
this one too much - just fool around and see what works. 

Recording Sound



Sound files can now be recorded directly into Alchemy using the Apple Sound Manager v3.0. The 
"Record Sound" item is in Alchemy’s Action menu. Sounds are recorded into free memory (the amount of 
free memory available to Alchemy is displayed in the Tool Palette). A Sound Input device must be 
present and selected in the Sound In panel of your Mac’s Sound Control Panel.

Setup
To begin, choose "Record Sound" from the Action menu. The "Record Sound" dialog will appear.

 

If you have more than one input device installed in your system, you can choose the device you wish 
to use from the device pop-up menu. The Sample Rate pop-up menu will reflect the sample rates 
available for the input device. Sample size and channel selection will also depend on the input 
device.

When the "Monitor" checkbox is enabled, the incoming sound signal will be sent through the Sound 
Manager to the selected output device. (Note: Monitor sends the sound to the Sound Output device 
selected in the Sound Manager, not the currently selected Audio Output selected in Alchemy). The 
slider to the right of the Monitor option controls the volume of the monitored signal.

Sound input levels are displayed using the horizontal meter bar near the center of the dialog. If 
you’re running Alchemy on a color system, the input levels are color coded. Volume levels below 
maximum are displayed in blue. Levels that exceed the input device are shown in red. As input 
devices and content can vary, it is recommended that you perform some tests before you begin the 
actual recording. In general, the best recordings are obtained when signals are as loud as possible 
without distorting. After making a sample recording, you can check it in Alchemy’s waveform window 
to see if the loudest portions are getting “clipped” or if the levels are correct (or too low). If 
you’ve ever heard a clipped digital recording, then you already know that it’s a particularly 
obvious and ugly type of distortion and is in no way similar to “saturating” an analog recording 
tape.

Recording
Recording is begun by clicking on the Record dialog’s Record button. Click Stop to finish recording. 
If you run out of RAM for recording, Alchemy will stop the recording process for you.

Only one file is created each time you open the Record dialog. Each time you click Record during the 
same session (that is, without exiting the dialog), a new recording is begun, replacing the previous 
"take." Click Play to hear the results of the previous record operation.

Click Done to exit the Record dialog. If you have made a recording, the newly recorded sound file 
will appear in an untitled window in Alchemy. To save the sound file use the standard Save As dialog 
and select a file format.

Record Sound and DigiDesign cards
To use a DigiDesign card for recording in Alchemy's "Record Sound" dialog, you must install the 



appropriate DigiDesign Sound Driver extension for Sound Manager v3.0. This extension is NOT the same 
as the DigiSystem Init. Sound Drivers are used with the new Sound control panel device (CDEV) in 
conjunction with Sound Manager v3.0. To obtain a copy of the DigiDesign Sound Drivers contact 
DigiDesign.

Rename Preset
The Rename Preset option in the Send Sound dialog will only work with an E-mu Emax or a Korg T-
series instrument.

DigiDesign Pro Tools Support
Alchemy has been updated to support the new Pro Tools III card. For Alchemy to recognize any of the 
DigiDesign cards or the MediaTime card there are two requirements. First, the DigiSystem Init must 
be loaded for all of the DigiDesign cards (the MediaTime card requires the RasterOps driver). 
Second, Alchemy will only recognize the first audio card it finds. First in this case means 
whichever card is in the lower numbered NuBus slot.

If you have a DigiDesign TDM card - also called "the Farm" - and Alchemy DOES NOT recognize and 
enable the Pro Tools option in the audio output menu, try swapping the TDM and Pro Tools card 
positions.

Incompatibilities
As of Alchemy's release, two older system extensions have been found to be incompatible with Alchemy 
v3.0. Both problems are related to new file procedures in version 3.0 that have been written 
specifically for system 7 and can result in a crash when using the Open menu. 

Boomerang v3.0 from Now Software is an older version of the popular file utility now available as 
Super Boomerang. Version 4.0 of Super Boomerang is included in the Now Utilities software package. 
If you are still using the older version of Boomerang you will need to either  exclude Alchemy from 
Boomerang's use or update to the latest version.

QuicKeys v2.0 from CE Software shipped with a variety of "extensions" found within the QuicKeys 
Preferences folder. One of these extensions - "Location" - has been found to be incompatible with 
Alchemy. Either remove the file from the extensions folder or contact CE Software for an update. 
(Note: the Location file is located in a folder called "extensions" which is in turn located within 
the QuicKeys folder within the Preferences folder! Don't confuse the QuicKeys "extensions" folder 
with the "extensions" folder in your system)

Manual Corrections
There is an error in the manual regarding a special Paste and Mix option in Alchemy.  Under normal 
circumstances, when a range is selected on screen and you paste data from the clipboard, the data 
will be pasted from the beginning of the selection and will replace the existing data for the length 
of the clipboard data.  If you hold down the option key and choose Paste, the clipboard data will be 
pasted from the end of the selection forward.  In other words, you will align the end of the 
clipboard data with the end of the selected data.  This also applies to the Mix command and can be 
used in either the Waveform window or the Harmonic window.

The error occurs on pages 5-30 and 5-34 of the old manual and pages 204 and 209 of the latest 
edition.  The manual states that you should hold down the command key, not the option key.


